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October saw the IPA EffWorks Global 2022 conference take place 

presenting 

reflection on the current macroeconomic volatility causing inflation and 

the turbulence to see payback from their marketing investment. This was 

vulnerable to inflation affecting consumer demand. However, regardless of 

to support effectiveness and protect brands.

Echoed throughout the conference was the importance of brand building. 

There was a call for recalibration, away from short-term cost pressures and 

balanced back to longer-term strategic goals. This thinking underpinned all 

This Hearts & Science summary of key presentations from the conference 

aims to provide an up-to-date view on the best practices in marketing 

effectiveness and further support decision making in these uncertain times. 

Hope you find it useful.

Georgina Robb

Connections Planning Director

Hearts & Science 



economic resilience will be based on and
intangible assets being viewed as an investment, not a cost

Brand Finance, a world leading brand valuation consultancy, in partnership with the IPA have
produced a 2022 update to their Brands research. This further supports the importance
of maintaining brand strength and the critical role brands play in the economy. As companies look for
guidance on how to weather this new storm, Brand Finance present the role of intangible assets, how
to reduce risk, increase competitiveness and ultimately deliver sustainable profit growth.

Brand strength delivers higher returns than FTSE 100 brands 

Enterprise Value, Branded Business Value and Brand Contribution. Strongly branded organisations can be 
seen to outperform the FTSE 100 delivering much higher shareholder returns. In the UK the top 50 brands 
delivered returns 30% higher in 2021 and even in the current climate, the cumulative return is 10% higher. 

including software, R&D and market research among others. The report has shown intangible assets 
continue to rise in value across the world. From 2020 to 2021, the total value of global intangible assets 
grew faster than usual to exceed pre-pandemic levels by nearly a quarter to US$74 trillion. Economies 
have shifted and we are now living in an intangible age. Recent analysis by McKinsey found that 
investment in marketing intangibles delivers long-term economic growth. Top growing companies invest 
2.6 times more in intangibles than slow growers across sectors.

Strongly branded companies will recover faster with higher returns

current challenges brands are facing. However historically, strongly branded companies have shown 
quicker recovery after a crisis and retain their performance. Those brands that keep their nerve to ensure 
their brand strength will experience a smoother ride in this turbulent time. 

Click here to read the full report

chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https:/brandirectory.com/download-report/brand-finance-why-brands-matter-new-evidence-2022-full-report.pdf


Effective advertising in uncertain times is nuanced based on your sector

The Advertising Research Community (ARC) has undertaken research to update effectiveness principles
for advertising in uncertain times. Using Covid as a period of analysis they have created specific
guidance for brands based on the context of their sector.

Recessions affect some sectors more than others
ARC classified sectors into three categories 
based on how their output was affected in 2020 

worst hit by a sudden drop in consumer demand, 

e-commerce and D2C brands who capitalised on 
consumer behaviour forcibly shifting to online 
services. The graph on the right forecasts 
consumer spending for the current period of 
uncertainty. Inflation and remaining pent-up 
demand will decide how each sector fares.

Effectiveness Principles by sector

effectiveness principles, ARC 
results as a guide.

sector you should make 
the most of the existing demand and increase 

a principle. During Covid e-commerce/D2C 
advertisers made big bets committing to 
offline advertising (e.g. TV) and proper 
economic evaluation. This group saw a 30% 
uplift in revenue and £3.60 ROI per £1 spent on 
advertising. 

their investment. In 2020, FMCG bigger 
spenders saw better uplifts and higher ROI. 

volatility to see the payback. Therefore there 
needs to be an evaluation of the potential 
advertising investment payback. Share of voice 
needs to be cheap enough in order to gain 
market share later on. Going quiet would be 
the last option in this scenario. 

bottom lines, each sector will have differing 
contexts and this nuance should be 
thoughtfully considered to ensure 
effectiveness when it matters most. Source: ARC & Magic Numbers, 2022



Click here to read the article

De-risk advertising budget during inflationary times using econometrics
to optimise approach

Les Binet, the of marketing presents a decision making approach to de-risk
advertising budget during inflationary times. He argues econometrics and maximising net profit should
be followed over attribution modelling and ROI.

Despite recent macroeconomic factors such as the 
Russian/Ukrainian war, inflation has been rising since the bounce 
back of post pandemic demand. This has left supply struggling to 
keep up. However not all sectors will be experiencing the same 
levels of inflation. Binet calls upon marketers to crunch the numbers 
in order to maximise profits, not revenue. Pricing is a critical 
component to effectiveness and the first step to de-risking 
advertising investment. Using econometrics to measure and 
therefore analyse the price elasticity of your product will allow for a 
more accurate understanding of how your inputs will affect outputs. 

Binet warns marketers off the temptation of price promotions to 
generate sales. A recent study by Nielsen found that 84% of price 
promotions are not profitable. Continually setting price promotions 
increases your price sensitivity, reduces your pricing power and 
erodes your margins. Binet cites an example of a brand he 
consulted to cut their price promotions leading to profits increasing 

Exploit cheap media to build competitive SOV in your sector 
When recessions hit and other brands start to pull investment from certain media, building SOV tends to get 
cheaper. In TV w
experience rapid increases in recessions. However this depends more on your sector than prices.

https://www.warc.com/content/article/event-reports/les-binet-optimising-marketing-investment-in-inflationary-times/148175


Click here to read the article

Use Econometrics to measure payback 
In order to effectively optimise advertising investment you need to be able to measure payback. Binet 

short-term direct activity by a factor of 190%, and underestimates the effects of long-term brand building 

Ideally you should maintain or increase your SOV by cutting less than your competitors, then optimise 
the rest. 
Four factors to consider when optimising budgets
1. Measure your diminishing returns- as all media has diminishing returns
2. Maximise profit, not immediate return.
3. Do not optimise ROI 
4. if you cut, cut less than your competitors (Binet admits this is hard to figure 

out).

In summary, optimising marketing investment in inflationary times starts with protecting margins. 
Only then can advertising investment be optimised for effectiveness with creativity being a multiplier 
tool as budgets tighten.

Harnessing the power of creativity
Following media optimisation, creativity is a proven tool to further 

https://www.warc.com/content/article/event-reports/les-binet-optimising-marketing-investment-in-inflationary-times/148175


2017 2020 onwards

Click here to read the article

Scale-ups: How Gousto used brand building to pivot their growth
strategy

In 2017, 5 years after launching, Gousto hit a having maximised these
channels. They needed to pivot their growth strategy and use as an accelerator to take the
business to the next level. Tom Wallis, CMO, took us through the journey the brand went on to
increase their effectiveness.

Gousto had focussed the first 5 years of their launch on driving cost efficient customer acquisition using 
performance channels. However their tipping point came as competitors like HelloFresh entered the 
market with substantial SOV pressure. This combined with low brand awareness scores meant they 
needed to look to other tactics for growth. In tandem with new competition in the market, this product 
category had become mass-market indicating head room to grow. This provided further support for 
introducing brand channels at this stage. 

Using econometrics to find the balance between Performance and Brand
Performance channels historically made up 100% of their marketing spend however in 2017 the source of 
acquisition was becoming an inefficient 80% in Paid versus 20% from Organic. When building their brand 
strategy they conducted measurement using Econometrics and came to a new marketing spend split of 
60:40 in brand and performance. HelloFresh were outspending Gousto twice over therefore it was 
important to understand SOV by channel in order to achieve quality cut-through. Gousto focused a large 
part of brand budget on TV and OOH to create impact. 

Creating a focused measurement framework 
In order to review the effectiveness of this new marketing approach they created a robust measurement 

-term effects of marketing spend Gousto reviewed CPA 
annually, blending the metric across channels. This provided a holistic understanding of effectiveness 
over time. 

As a result of increased acquisition efficiency with paid media now 
only accounting for 25% of all customers and increased brand awareness from 17% to 60%. Over 4 years, 
with consistent investment Gousto have successfully navigated their journey from start-up to scale-up.

Source: Gousto, 2022

https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-awards-effectiveness/gousto-2018-2021-how-a-pivot-to-brand-building-created-a-unicorn/145796


From stalking to seducing: Creativity as an effectiveness tool to build
long-term relationships

Sir John Hegarty, the world recognised advertiser delivered an impassioned talk on how brands are
failing to connect with consumers and build long-term relationships. Increased focus on digital
technologies have shifted focus away from inspiring audiences. With creativity delivering lowest
effectiveness in 24 years, he urges marketers to be braver to support effectiveness.

Business creativity is not an oxymoron

Hegarty reminded us that very few business are an exception to the rule that you need to innovate and 
think creatively to survive in the long-term. 

Value the power of difference 
A key component of creativity is differentiation. Hegarty praised milk alternative brand Oatly as an 
example of marketing that is daring to be different. They have used stand out creative and traditional 
brand building channels such as TV/Print/OOH. On the flip side Hegarty took aim at the Automotive 

quo compromises brand differentiation.  

Overall, Hegarty wants marketers to be braver and lean into the power of creativity to create brand value 

In the graphs shared we can see creativity is hitting 
a historic low for effectiveness as Hegarty states 

brands to push aside creativity in favour of metrics, 

Online advertising was acknowledged as a necessity 
but not at the expense of inspirational creative 
within wider broadcast channels. Just focusing on 

with the consumer and ultimately reduces 
effectiveness.

Source: IPA Databank, 2018 
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